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service. All LED's were functional on arrival. Pleased I bought this unit as LED's are often
directional and this fixture is wide enough to cover all of the 75 gallon tank I am using it with.
The blue actinics are much brighter than I expected - the soft coral frags in the tank look
stunning when the daylight LED's are switched off. I am not an expert in comparing LED to
metal halide lamps so cannot say if enough light is produced for the more demanding corals - I
have a suspicion that it may be sufficient though Although it is too early to assess reliability,
the product is well built and looks robust. I will update if any problems occur. This is a quality
light fixture that far surpasses the Marineland unit I was using on my 75 gallon reef tank. Red
algae is now growing, the corals are loving it, and I'm seeing colors in the fish I hadn't seen
before. This light has the 10K whites and the 6K blues. You can switch between off, to blues
only, to blues and whites. You will need two timer modules for this light fixture. It has two built
in ports on the opposite end of the light from the switches. This light is really two lights in one,
each half works off it's own switch or timer. I got two timers for it and they are powered by the
ports on the light fixture. No need for another power cord. You can set up when the blues come
on and go off, and when the whites come on and go off. Each LED is rated at 3 watts and is
more than plenty for this reef. I can't find anything to complain about. I setup the light on my
90gal reef with two timers ordered separately. It works well and provides good light through to
the sand bottom of the tank. The corals seem to do well with it, though I have not had it very
long to see any significant change. If you do get one, definitely get the timers to go with it. I'm
not crazy about the cheap metal legs that hold the light on either side of the tank. They extend
out to adjust for larger tanks so the slightest shift of the light, one side always seems to slip off
the side of the tank. It's not a big deal as I have glass covering the top of the tank but it's still
somewhat an annoyance. Otherwise, this is a solid light and well worth the price and I'm happy.
We'll see about longevity. Bright enoughand seems sturdy. I would buy again. This light is
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Verified Purchase. This was a replacement for one that was about 10 years old. Super light for
the price. Get the optional timers, it's a must have. Allows you to control the white and actinic
seperately. Have it on a gallon aquarium with mixed corals. Frogspawn, torch, xenia,
mushrooms, various soft polyps, toadstool leather, acans. Everything doing well, with nice
colors under the actinic. Can't beat it for the price. Super lightweight, plenty bright, used on a
gallon cichlid tank and showed colors nicely. Got rid of old fashioned hoods w tubes. And didn't
cost a mint! I have had this light for about two months now and it is still a great light. I Have not
have any problems with it at all and it is so much brighter then my old lighting which was 6 lamp
compact fluorescent. I have this on a gallon tank that is 24 inch deep and the coral is doing
great. I was worried about how cheap it was selling for but thought I would give it a try and I am
glad I did. I will be buying this again for my other tanks as well. I do wish it came with a built in
timer that would have been nice but not a really big dealer to me either. Original review. Now the
blue lights stopped working. This light fixture is no joke! It's like having the sun in your tank. It's

two banks of lights with two switches and two power supplies. I am amazed with it. One person
found this helpful. Beautiful product! Quick delivery. I bought this to replace an expensive
Halide, CFL light that drew about a watts. This one draws just over watts and is only warm to the
touch. Not as bright as the previous fixture on high, but plenty for fish and soft corals. The
moon light option is basically actinics and shouldn't be called moonlights. I use both during the
day and use my own moon light led's at night. The fixture is slim and light compared to the old
and literally does not show when mounted on the hood of my gallon tank. I liked this light so
much I went out and bought an led fixture for my fresh water tank too! See all reviews. Pages
with related products. See and discover other items: aquarium cooling fan , aquarium light timer
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There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Broken in 37 days!
Verified Purchase. I was really happy when I received this light as it was far superior to the 1
watt leds I was using previously. Unfortunately, the unit failed after only 37 days. The seller only
guarantees their merchandise for 30 days and would not help. In the OFF position the lights
started flickering. In the actinic position only half the lamps lit. In the daylight position several
of the leds were either dim or not functioning. The seller offered a new, more powerful ballast,
but that was not the problem, nor the solution. I believe there is a short in the switch and now
I'm stuck with a fixture that is a fire hazard unless I can get it repaired. Was a little worried at
first, about making the switch to LED's, after looking at them all, this one ended up being on the
cheap end, but not the cheapest, and came with very good reviews, which is what made me buy
it. If your looking for a good LED for your tank, and want it somewhat cheap, well this is def,
your product that you want. Dont listen to the people who say this is a Marineland Knockoff,
because it isnt, its LED's are stronger than the marineland, at 3watts each, compared to 1watt,
so your getting more light output, Pros- Extremely bright, Actinic is great, a little powerful, but
does what its suppose to. Cons- You cant add the Beamswork, digital timer to this setup. My
logic was if this fixture was I have been looking to replace my power compact fluorescence
lights on my 75 gallon reef tank and I was having a hard time figuring out what LED to purchase.
I have 10 years in the marine aquarium hobby but I would never be confused with an expert.
When it came to learning about LED's I found getting a consistent recommendation very
elusive. Beyond talking with my local stores I read hundreds of reviews and even read some
very detailed scientific white papers that frustrated me even further. Basically what I learned
was specifications measurements vary vastly between manufactures and LED technology
changes so quickly that you can't trust a review that is 6 months old. Spectrum is very
important as well as LED dispersal but again there was no way to compare the accuracy of
claims between manufactures. Then there are features, quality and price to consider. One fact
did stand out, for reefs, too much light was a greater risk than too little. Basically you can
always add more light and spectrum. Ultimately the only specification that appeared to have
some consistency was LED wattage. When I applied the basic LED rule of thumb of a minimum
1 watt per gallon I was finally able to refine my search. The fixture is very well made and after
adjusting the mounts it fit perfectly on my tank. Beyond looking great I could not believe how
nice it was to get rid of the fan noise from the florescent light. There is some heat being
dissipated on top of the unit but not enough that you can't put your hand on it or pick it up while

operating. Interesting there is virtually no heat coming from the LED's towards the aquarium,
the underside is virtually room temperature. Other than the brace in the middle of the aquarium
there are no dead spots all the way down to the aquarium floor. In the sixty days since purchase
I have notice significant growth from my mushrooms, Kenya tree, Duncan and leathers. I have
just recently purchase a plate that appears to be thriving. So far I have not noticed any change
in algae bloom. At this time I am confident that the EVO is giving my reef everything it needs but
I still may purchase an additional LED strip to supplement spectrum. The EVO has only one
power switch which allows you cycle from all on, off and Actinic only. Actinic only produces a
great florescent effect. I like to switch the light to Actinic about a half hour before the timer
switches off for the night. In the morning I just have to remember to switch it to full. In a perfect
world this light would have either a timer built in or a separate power sources but for the price
Since this is a new light I cannot comment on longevity but based upon how well constructed it
appears to be I don't expect any issues. In short for the money you can't go wrong with this
fixture. Got these in 4 days so very happy. Currently running a gallon standard 72" long x18"
wide x 30" tall FOWLR fish only with live rock. Bought two of these lights because I'm having a
10' x20"x24" tank built and wanted to test these first on the g with a 6 foot long foot print to see
if there are any shadow areas. Light output is great, I wanted it white and bright look and that is
what I got. Back and front both well lit with no dark corners. Sides, left and right of the light is
dark but not the lights fault. I raised them about 10 inches of the top of the tank and it helps a bit
but still dark corners. I have some fish and inverts that actually prefer it not so bright so they've
kinda migrated and I don't mind the look. Overall I think it's the best bang for your buck. The
lights are cool, but the top part runs pretty hot, almost too hot to touch. Connections are
excellent with plenty of length and can be secured tightly to each other. Initially thought only
white or only blue were on but then realized that all are on at the same time and if you switch
manually the white ones basically turn off and only the blue ones stay on I think it looks like the
blue alone are way brighter if on alone than when both are supposed to be on. Maybe it's just
the k whites taking over. Like other reviews only real issue is that you can only have one setting
on timer, but knew this going in so can't complain about it. Great light for the price and very
bright. Great seller and quick shipment. One person found this helpful. See all reviews. Pages w
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ith related products. See and discover other items: led light for aquarium , reef aquarium
supplies , reef led lighting , reef light , reef lights. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

